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This is Platinum UPnP SDK aka Platinum SDK, as short as upnp, short description is "an all-in-one upnp framework" This Software include the following modules: •Neptune - as a C++ runtime library it act as a base of the application development in C++ •Platinum - it is the all-in-one upnp framework Both of them can make their own tools and plugins base on it, At this time, the multi-platform of Platinum are only support Win32, Linux, Mac, Android
and Windows Phone •Neptune Desc: Neptune is designed as a light-weight runtime library with simple interfaces and powerful functions. It makes up for the different platform having different C++ runtime libraries and may be the best choice for systems having limited memory and CPU resources such as smartphones and embedded systems. Neptune can be used together with other C++ libraries including Boost, Qt4/5, etc. •Platinum Desc: Platinum is
the all-in-one UPnP Framework which can handle UPnP™ 1.0, 1.1, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7 protocols. It is build on top of an asynchronous network protocol, the full stack is a TCP/IP connection which contains both the control and data information from the client and server. It is the convenient way to write Plugins and Tools. •Documentation: Documentation is available for both Neptune and Platinum SDK. •Plugin development: Plugin development will be
included at the end of the SDK in the plugin project archive file. •Usage: Usage of the Platinum SDK can be determined by the different environment, which is explained in details as below: •General: The detail of the usage will be shown in the "Quick Start" chapter. •Windows: In this environment, the detailed help of usage is described in the "Windows help" chapter, as we are using C++ language. •Linux: In this environment, the detailed help of usage
is described in the "Linux help" chapter, as we are using the C language. •Android: In this environment, the detailed help of usage is described in the "Android help" chapter. •Mac: In this environment, the detailed help of usage is described in the "Mac help" chapter. •iOS: In this environment, the detailed help of usage is 09e8f5149f
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Platinum UPnP SDK
Platinum UPnP SDK provides a modular and C++ based framework to develop and build UPnP compliant device that can integrate seamlessly with DLNA. Platinum UPnP SDK is developed at PlatinumUPnP.com which is also the home of UPnP market for commercial and open source upnp control points, media servers and more. UPnP Forum has published a set of detailed and concise Technical Implementation Guides that are available for most of the
protocols in Platinum UPnP SDK. Benefits of using Platinum UPnP SDK: Highly customizable Platinum UPnP SDK provides very much options to customize, configure and control the flow of UPnP messages, to make it suitable for applications. Lightning Fast Platinum UPnP SDK consists of a small compact library of just 10000 lines of code that works very well on a platform especially with Dolphin. Dolphin Box server includes C++ Runtime. Useful
Systems that support C++ Runtime can use this runtime to communicate and integrate their products and services with DLNA compliant devices easily. Bundled Solutions Up to date Platinum UPnP SDK includes a big set of controls to integrate. Enhanced This SDK includes: · UPnP mediation of device (e.g. set-top-box) for streaming content · UPnP Rendering support for delivering content in web browser. · Powerful control of UPnP compatible
devices. Supporting & Compliant Devices Platinum UPnP SDK supports both standard and compliant devices. License Perpetual, free of charge. Additional Information Here is a list of UPnP SDK Software Acticast UPnP SDK for.NET, Java, and C++ UPnP SDK for Windows, Linux, and Mac Xing UPnP SDK *Note*: the list of Platinum SDK Software is too many to list here. So i recommended to download and try the DLNA compliant Digital Media
Renderer which includes C++ DLNA Media Renderer and it is working really fine under Dolphin as well. Download Link: Platinum SOURCE CONTROL is a C++ based toolkit that helps you to build DLNA server using Platinum UpnP Software and make your connected devices to stream your media and play back various types of Media file formats using DLNA. On the dashboard, you can view the

What's New in the Platinum UPnP SDK?
It’s a modular C++ library that makes it easy to build a UPnP control point. It comes with: · Neptune: a C++ Runtime Library that’s fully compliant with DLNA · Platinum: a structured UPnP Framework that includes: – Working DLNA compliant Managers – Working UPnP Devices – Working Smart Playlists – Working Content Streaming – Advanced features such as Dynamic Streaming – Music Metering, ID3 tag viewing and More! Do you still need
more reasons to try Platinum UPnP SDK? Here you go: We’ve offered a 30 days trial version for Platinum UPnP SDK so you can simply try it out and you’ll see why it’s now your only choice to build an easy and fast UPnP Device. Download Platinum UPnP SDK Here’s a beta of a new UPnP Device Metering framework that’s capable of measuring volume from almost every video format and many audio formats. Hardware based video volume meters
have been around for several years with implementations for PC video capture cards for about 10 years now. The few commercial devices that we are aware of for consumer use include Sony's PlayStation 3 and the Universal Audio Media Console that uses the AURA software. We built this metering framework because we realized it was not possible to simply use AudioVideoMetering framework that’s in the MediaControl component in OS X to provide
audio/video meter. The main reasons are: · The AudioVideoMetering framework is part of “CoreMedia” framework in Mac OS X which is not part of the application framework in Mac OS X. (This means that you cannot use it directly in your own projects). · Apple prohibits application developers from making changes to the framework as part of a registered copy of the Apple SDK. We have to use a version of the framework that has not been approved
by Apple. It's possible that Apple will eventually approve Apple's own implementation that they could use in their Applications. This new implementation is generic in the sense that it will work with any physical video device with a video/audio input jack. This framework is not intended to be a replacement to existing software based meters. It was built from the ground up for meter display and other features used in commercial applications. I’ll try to
create more documentation for it in the future and update the documentation here but the framework code is
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows® XP SP2/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 Processor: 1 GHz processor Memory: 1 GB RAM Video: NVIDIA® GeForce® 6800 GPU (1024 × 768) or ATI Radeon HD 3850 Hard disk space: 4 GB Sound card: Yes DirectX: 9.0c Please note that it is strongly recommended that a keyboard be connected to the system. The keyboard must be capable of "CTRL, AL
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